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Book Reviews
Aesthetics and Marxism: Chinese Aesthetic Marxists and Their Western Contemporaries. 
By Liu Kang. Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2000. xvi, 230 pp. Cloth ISBN 
0822324253, US$59.95. Paper ISBN 0822324482, US$19.95.
In 1993 Liu Kang published a controversial article claiming that the 
American academic study of modern Chinese literature had largely failed 
to grasp the works of Chinese writers in their search for an enlightening 
form of representation to articulate their visions of modernity. One 
particular inadequacy revealed in this field, according to Liu Kang, was 
its incapability and reluctance to engage the literary agenda of Chinese 
Marxism on its own terms， thus unable to understand its political and 
philosophical premises that had profoundly informed modern Chinese 
literature since the May Fourth movement. With his new book on Chinese
aesthetic Marxism, Liu Kang takes that polemic much further, offering a 
thoroughly developed and thoughtfully argued answer to the questions 
surrounding the issue that he previously raised. The book makes two 
major arguments from both historical and critical perspectives. First, there 
has existed a viable aesthetic tradition of Chinese Marxism, with its own 
dynamic history and multiple dimensions of ideological formations in 
correspondence to the indigenous conditions of modern China. Second, 
Chinese Marxist aesthetics has made remarkable contributions to the 
development of modem Marxist cultural theories by virtue of its \mique 
practice, in which it not only has subverted capitalist modernity but has 
also constructed an alternative model in the postrevolutionary society; 
hence its “global significance” that can be fully appreciated only when 
scmtinized in comparison with its “Western contemporaries.”
Liu Kang's historical account, organized in five chapters and 
spanning from the early twentieth century to the 1980s， introduces a 
number of Chinese thinkers mostly unknown to Western readers. Such a 
narrative also aims to refute the prevalent Western perceOption that 
reduces Chinese Marxism to a “monolithic” voice of Maoism. Briefly, 
chapter one establishes the “preeminence of Aesthetics in modem Chinese 
thinking，’’ exploring the pre-Marxist Chinese appropriation of aesthetic 
discourses by Liang Qichao, Wang Guowei and Cai Yuanpei. Chapter two, 
concerned with the inception of Marxist aesthetics in China in the context 
of the Chinese revolution, examines how Lu Xun's aesthetics of negativity 
and allegory informed his discourse of cultural criticism and analyzes Qu 
Qiubai?s critique of the May Forth legacy of Europeanization and his 
promotion of a national popular culture for solving social contradictions 
encountered by the revolution. Chapter three centers on Mao Zedong^ 
project of revolutionary hegemony and Cultural Revolution. In light of a 
Gramscian theory, Liu Kang discusses Mao!s strategies of politicizing 
aesthetics that culminated in instrumentalizing the “national form” of 
artistic and literary representations. In this chapter, Liu Kang's 
incorporation of a Gramscian perspective also yields insights in
reevaluating Hu Feng’s postulate of the “subjective fighting spirit” 
empowered in a postrevolutionary cultural space to resist bourgeois- 
feudalist hegemony. Chapter four deals with the theories and practice of 
Chinese aesthetic Marxists in the first two decades after the founding of the 
PRC. Besides the revolutionary hegemony of Maoism, now serving as the 
ruling ideology, the exploration of such crucial issues as subjectivity and 
the humanity-nature relationship by ''academic Marxists^ represented by 
Zhu Guangqian enormously enhanced the appeal of Chinese Marxism as 
well as intensified its inherent contradictions. Finally, with primary 
attention to Li Zehou^ reconstruction of a Marxist aesthetics in Kantian 
terms and Liu Zaifu's endeavor to recover creative freedom and literature 
through a theory of literary subjectivity, the last chapter dwells on 
formulations that challenged the domination of the official version of 
Marxism in the context of post-Mao transition from cultural revolution to 
cultural reflection.
It is important to note that Liu Kang treats his book as an 
“intervention” into the subject of his study rather than a “detached 
observation” of it (x). His immediate task is to relocate the appropriate 
position of Chinese Marxist aesthetics in the international movement of 
Marxism, a commitment that determines the comparative approaches with 
which he is able to bring major Chinese and Western Marxists into mutual 
illumination. Throughout the book Liu Kang's analysis rests on what he 
deems a set of differences between Chinese aesthetic Marxists and their 
Western counterparts. What essentially distinguishes the “original” 
achievements of Chinese Marxists are their persistent engagement in social 
practice that bears directly on the realities of material existence, and their 
ability to utilize the bourgeois concept of subjectivity to empower the 
formation of a new political identity, thus transforming the discourse of 
aesthetics into a useful weapon for revolutionary hegemony. In addition, 
Liu Kang’s “interventional” project posits an intention to re-Marxianize 
current cultural studies as conducted by Western academic Marxists. In his 
view， the majority of these postcolonial culturalists， characterized by their
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“neglect of the central problem of global economic inequality today” （147), 
have been preoccupied with micropolitics or indulged in abstract 
theorization. Therefore, reaffirming the cogency of Chinese aesthetic 
Marxism and its postmodern relevance will help endow the visions of a 
truly revolutionary tradition on Western cultural critics. Liu Kang's book is 
intended no less as an “intervention” into the ongoing process of cultural 
reconstruction in China where, he maintains, many Chinese theorists, as 
with their Western counterparts, ''now rush to debunk the Chinese 
revolutionary legacy and embrace ideologies of capitalism” （78). Such a 
critical gesture seems to align Liu Kang with those intellectuals in today's 
China who are striving to reinstate Chinese Marxism or Maoism as the 
legitimate and effective means of resisting the formidable encroachment of 
the global capitalist system. Nevertheless, it might be oversimplistic, even 
misleading， to call Liu Kang a “New Leftist,” a label with which he has 
been associated due to similar views in his previous works. Liu Kang is 
one of those emerging China specialists bom in the PRC, trained in 
Western graduate schools, and now pursuing their carriers in Western 
academia. Their scholarly works are usually marked not so much by their 
broad transnational and crosscultural perspectives as by their genuine 
willingness to identify with, and thus a strong sense of responsibility for, 
the subjects of their studies, an orientation that enables their sympathetic 
understanding of Chinese history and their passionate, often stimulating， 
arguments on behalf of it. Such an orientation apparently also underlies 
Liu Kang's dealings with the tradition of Chinese aesthetic Marxism, in 
which he believes have been invested the aspirations and pursuits of 
millions of Chinese people that should not be conveniently discounted. He 
wants to retrieve from that tradition valuable historical lessons that can 
help reshape the agendas of Chinese culture.
Ironically, despite his admirable ambition to reclaim Chinese 
Marxism, Liu KangJs book is by no means easy reading as a result of his 
overuse of jargon and ambiguously stipulated expressions， an esoteric style 
hardly in line with the anti-elitist position of representative Chinese
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Marxists. Moreover, anchored on the inflated key concepts of aesthetics, 
Liu Kang?s schematizing analysis runs the risk of reducing the rich and 
complex political history of modern China to merely aesthetic phenomena. 
But what really makes Liu Kang5s conclusion problematic is that he shies 
away from a crucial question arising from his central argument. If we agree 
with Liu Kang that Chinese aesthetic Marxism deserves redemption 
because it has provided an alternative model of modernity, something that 
Western Marxism has failed to produce, then what is exactly that model in 
all its social, economical and political aspects? More importantly, is it a 
desired and redeemable model after all? Liu Kang should not leave that 
question to his readers if he wishes to present a compelling postmodern 
apology for Chinese Marxism.
Feng LAN
